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酒は本心を表す (sake wa honshin wo arawasu): “Sake shows true feelings.”

NIPPON KODO KAYURAGI STICK
INCENSE 40 PCS

SKU: N/A
Categories: Nippon Kodo
Tags: 40 pcs, Incense Stick, Kayuragi,
Nippon Kodo, Scent

VARIATIONS

Image SKU Stock
Status

Stock
Quantity Description Scent Price

NPKD_KYRG_ALWD Out of
stock 0 Aloewood

GALLERY IMAGES

https://japandirect.com.au/product-category/lifestyle/nippon-kodo/
https://japandirect.com.au/product-tag/40-pcs/
https://japandirect.com.au/product-tag/incense-stick/
https://japandirect.com.au/product-tag/kayuragi/
https://japandirect.com.au/product-tag/nippon-kodo/
https://japandirect.com.au/product-tag/scent/
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Welcome to the world of Kayuragi, where fragrance "Ka" meets with slowly wafting scented smoke
"Yuragi". Inspired by Kimono (Japanese traditional wear) fabric, the package texture is smooth, and
the coloring is dramatic. Kayuragi series includes the popular Aloeswood and Sandalwood as well as
13 Japanese floral and fruity fragrances. When the incense is lit, its' smoke and aroma wafts
throughout the space and brings a feeling of relief and relaxation. It is not only from the pleasant
fragrance, but also from the sight of the wafting smoke which will make you feel at ease.

Thank you for visiting Knives and Stones (Stand N8) during the Fine Food 2022. Knives
and Stones is a premium Japanese kitchenware and cookware importer & wholesaler.
Everything that we sell are imported directly from Japan. We are the official distributor of
Hasegawa kitchenware, Yoshikawa kitcheware, Tamahagane kitchen knives, Sakai
Takayuki knives. We are also the primary importer of the popular Kinka hibachi grills. 
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We look forward hearing from you to explore further business opportunities. Should you
have further questions or wish to open a trade account with us, please feel free to contact
us on sales@knivesandstones.com or call 02-85990898. 

Regards,
James Zhang
Knives and Stones


